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3/9/2013 SHARING EVENT AT WOODRIDGE
Paco’s Report:
Showed up Dan Zhang and me, we gave drink, water and donuts to the workers; we
covered all around Home Depot and we gave tracks almost 50 workers; we preached
2 times, in the last one we prayed and sang Christians songs with 7 brothers we
found; It was a different experience; God bless his Gospel and HIMN ministry.
Blessings!!!

3/16/2013 SHARING EVENT AT WEST BELLFORT
Andrew’s Report:
I arrived at the West Bellfort location at 8:30 AM. Paco and Pastor Oleg were already
there. We waited around for a little while for the other volunteers. Manny and Mrs.
Wanchan arrived at around 8:40 and we began with a word of prayer at 8:45. I
brought the water and the tracts while Pastor Oleg brought donuts. We passed out
tracts to the workers and Paco preached a message. Around 8 workers listened to our
sermon Afterwards, we passed out the donuts and the bottled water to the workers.
While Pastor Oleg and Manny talked with the workers, Mrs. Wanchan, Paco and I
went to pass out the remaining donuts and water to the rest of the workers. We ended
at 9:45 with a closing prayer.
Paco’s Report:
Showed up Pastor Oleg from Sugarland Chinese Baptist church , who brought
donuts; brother Andrew who brought water and Sister Wanchan From Fort Bend
Community Church; brother Manuel Mendez from Grace Church, and me from
South Houston Bible Chapel. We started praying together around 8: 35 AM, then we
gave some tracks, donuts and drinks for around 25 workers. I preached about it is
necessary to have our life clean; we need to clean our life daily; we need time to talk
with God. We are thinking 24 hours only about our jobs but how much times we take
to talk to God?. After I finished 2 people Antonio and William, raised their voices to
the Lord, they were ready to Sing and talk about the salvation in Jesus Christ; please
pray for this two brothers God can use them. At the end of the sharing event Pastor
Oleg prayed for us, and we left around 9:45 AM.

3/23/2013 SHARING EVENT AT BELLAIRE
Andrew’s Report:
I arrived at the Bellaire location at around 8:45 AM. Raymond Chong, a new volunteer, arrived next along with Lucy and Manny. Everyone arrived a little late because
of the traffic caused by the construction at Bellaire Boulevard and also because it was
Ray and Manny’s first time at the Bellaire location. We began at 9:15 with a word of
prayer, but just as we were about to start our work, it started to rain. We were forced
to find shelter under a building where we have never preached before. About 6 workers listened to us as Manny delivered a short sermon. We then passed out tracts and
bottled water to all the workers we saw. We did not go to the other side where the
McDonalds was because we ended at 9:50 AM.
Manny’s Report:
I preach about Faith in Hebrews 11:1-3 God gave us the definition of Faith and I used
Abraham as example. We had around 10 people since it was a bad weather with rain
for few minutes. We distribute water for about 30 people. I talked to one of them and
you can help me send in me a list of Spanish churches around Bellaire and Bissonet it
will help a lot. Thank you and have a Bless day.

